In this paper, we present a new user trustworthiness estimation model for social networks (SN), whereas most of existing researches have been focused on the user-user/item relationship trustworthiness estimation. Users share information of their interest on various social media without their trustworthiness verification. Therefore, SN are susceptible to malicious users for misinformation spreading. In SN, the original information source is generally unknown and the user who is sharing the contents is the only known information about the source. Therefore, the user's trustworthiness is an effective criterion for SN content's trustworthiness estimation. However, the users are unable to identify trustworthy/untrustworthy users, and the existing user-user/item relationship models do not provide user trustworthiness information. Our proposed model provides a systematic way to assess the user trustworthiness based on user attributes and interaction behavior. The proposed model is helpful to avoid the trust sparsity (implicit trust model), trust subjectivity (user's objective/collective trustworthiness estimation model) and cold-start user's trustworthiness (user's attributes-based trust modeling) problems. We employ friends-recommendation (FR) as an exemplary application to evaluate the performance of our proposed model in trust-aware recommendations. Simulation results illustrate that our trust-aware FR model outperformed the existing trust and FR models.
I. INTRODUCTION
Online social networks (OSN) enable users to form relationships, based on homophily, propinquity, popularity, and mutual interests. People exploit OSN to express their views and ideas and share their experiences on a diverse range of topics and items. Over the past decade, OSN emerged exponentially, as per June 30, 2018 according to The World-Stream [1] , about 79% of US population and almost 22% of the total world population use Facebook, and about 32% of US population uses Instagram, i.e., the second excessively used OSN platform in the US. Users' connectivity in OSN and decentralized structure of OSN proliferated users' interactions, contents sharing and collaborations. However, it aggravates the risk of uncertainty, lack of reliability and vulnerability to user's malicious manipulation. Trust is getting
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Chunsheng Zhu . the attention of researchers because it enhances the quality of cooperation and interactions between social networks (SN) users' and minimize uncertainties and risks from unreliable users and therefore mitigating the trustworthiness and information overload problem.
Trustworthiness is a user's quality of being authentic, reliable, or truthful. Trust is the degree of confidence which the trustor; user which evaluate the trustworthiness of the target user, has on the trustee; target user for trustworthiness evaluation. In OSN, trust reflects social ties strength, credibility, reliability, and self-orientation of a user in SN. Trust in the SN depends on users' interactions, profile information, and relationships.
In many online portals, the users provide ratings and reviews to other users and items which yield an explicit trust of the users and items. However, the proportion to supply feedback and ratings on these portals is significantly low compared to the number of total users', and most users eschew rating other users and items [2] . Moreover, OSN like Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram do not facilitate users to provide explicit trust to other users and contents, which necessitate a mechanism for implicit trust computation to rank users and social contents based on trust on these platforms. Some researchers [3] , [4] utilized users interactions for implicit trust computation by combining with users interest [5] and proximity [6] , [7] . Such type of trust is classified as interpersonal trust, i.e., trust between two connected users. In social network analysis (SNA), the interpersonal trust can be termed as social ties strength (STS). The STS can be extended to friends of a friend (FOAF) which is also known as propagation trust. The STS and propagation trust are good contributors to the user's trustworthiness, but they are not the exact and only determinants of trust.
Limitations of the previous trust models:
• Current models mostly deal with relational trust (user-user/items). However, for trustworthy contents recommendation, a user's trustworthiness is crucial and unavoidable in OSN like Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn.
• Most of current trust models lack a systematic mechanism to map SN raw parameters to trust parameters such as credibility and reliability.
• Social interactions can be of many types, i.e., comments, tags, likes, posts and shares etc. These interactions should have a certain weight based on the user individual behavior and behavior of all users in a group.
• User-user/items relationship's trust and user explicit trust are subjective.
• In current explicit trust based recommender systems there is a problem of sparsity and cold start users. In this paper, to deal with the limitations of the previous state of the art trust models, we proposed a novel model for implicit trust computation of SN user's taking into consideration the SN user's behavior, relationships, and SN parameters importance.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as: We proposed a novel trust model for user's trustworthiness computation in OSN based on user's attributes, behavior, and relationships, by mapping these SN raw parameters to SN trust parameters in a systematic manner. We applied the proposed trust model to trust-aware FR.
• Proposed a new user's trustworthiness estimation model in OSN, by taking into consideration the OSN parameters saliency and relevancy to trust.
• We mapped the SN raw parameters i.e. user-user interactions and user profile information (demographics and location information) systematically to the SN trust parameters, i.e. credibility, reliability and strength of social ties.
• The proposed trust model is based on homophily, intimacy (STS) and behavior.
• The proposed model integrates the subjective and objective aspects of trust to assess user's trustworthiness.
• Proposed an trust-aware friends-recommendation (FR) algorithm based on mutual friendship weighted by user's trustworthiness.
• The proposed trust-aware FR system avoid the problems of sparsity and cold start users in recommendation. The remaining paper is organized as follow: Section II presents an overview of the background study and related work. Section III discuss about proposed model, assumptions, and applications in detail. In section IV we described the datasets, and discussed the simulation results, and analysis of the proposed model. Section V is the conclusion of this work.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The scope of this paper is implicit trust computation based on human psychology of trust building using SN parameters. Trust is the willing reliance of trustor on the trustee. In psychology, trust is the generalized reliance of trustor on the statements of trustee [8] , [9] . Trust is one of the fundamental, and most important elements in human relationships building, and relationship strength assessment. It embeds all the actions, that one performs, and interactions, that one has with others. Trust can be described in two notions, i.e., subjective and objective. Subjective trust is derived from direct interactions between two or more users. Objective trust, also referred to as reputation, is the collective measure of trustworthiness extracted from ratings and reviews.
A. TRUST AND SOCIAL NETWORKS
In SN trust can be explicit (subjective), and implicit (objective). An explicit trust is an approach where the SN users explicitly provide trust scores to other users/items. These scores are provided in form of ratings and reviews. Many publicly available datasets exist with explicit trust scores, e.g., Epinion and Film Trust. These datasets contain binary trust scores (0/1). Therefore, all trust relations have the same value; however, users can have different levels of trust. In real life SN, it is very challenging to urge users for scoring each other. Moreover, human judgments can be influenced by many factors such as interests, demography, spatial proximity, self-orientation, and intimacy with other users. On the other hand, the implicit trust score can be predicted by exploiting the user's activities, attributes, and relationships. In real-life general-purpose SN, the implicit trust models fit well. The explicit trust models suit the online business portals.
B. TRUST CONTRIBUTING SOCIAL NETWORKS PARAMETERS
In the last decade, researchers proposed various models for trust computation based on different approaches and factors. These factors can be users' attitudes, experiences, behavior, and users' attributes similarities, such as demographic similarity, spatial proximity, and interests similarity. Attitude of a user is the degree of his/her interest/likeness for something/someone. Experience is the perception about users extracted from mutual interactions. Behaviors is the patterns, and frequency of interactions. Experience affects users' attitudes and behavior in SN. Positive experiences may change user's opinion about something/someone positively. Similarly, positive experiences may compel users to interact frequently. Most of the current trust models, such as PowerTrust [10] , and PeerTrust [11] , utilized user's feedbacks/experiences. Paradesi et al. [12] proposed a model for composing trustworthy Web services by integrating behavioral trust into Web services compositions. This model leverage user's feedbacks to progressively update the belief of users of a specific Web service. However, this model is based on user's feedbacks/experiences instead of their behavior. Many researches in Psychology, social sciences, and behavior sciences, focused to observe, and analyze the user's behavioral aspects, such as, [13] and [14] . Helbing [15] presents a mathematical model for person's behavior estimation in a social field. Webb et al. [16] proposed a model for tracking the recognizable patterns in spammer's behavior. Caverlee and Webb [17] studied characteristics of large scale OSN by tracking user's activities over time and analysing user's profiles. Yan and Yan [18] and Yan et al. [19] proposed a trust model by utilizing mobile applications usage behavior; This model assumed that user's experience leads to their attitude, which in result affect their behavior. Nepal et al. [20] with the same assumption, studied the effects of unexpected events in consumer's behavior on trust assessment. Adali et al. [21] proposed measures of trust which can be derived from interaction behavior of SN users, assuming that trust between two users increase interactions between them which further enhance their mutual trust. Yan et al. [22] presented a recommender system based on trust and behavior.
C. GRAPH BASED TRUST MODELS
SN graph topology can affect the trust of SN users and many SN researcher proposed trust models based on the SN graph structure. Buskens [23] observed in his study on SN that high out-degree users and their neighbors are more trusted. Models which exploit the SN structure have usually utilized the notions of Web of trust (WoT) and FOAF. Golbeck et al. [24] extended the FOAF schema and proposed a method to create a Trust network over the semantic web which allowed the users to specify a trust level for other users they know. Ziegler and Lausen [25] proposed a novel method to calculate local group trust for semantic web trust management. They motivated using partial trust graph exploration to reduce computational complexity. Golbeck [26] proposed TidalTrust to derive trust relationships between users in SN by exploiting the FOAF vocabulary. Zhang et al. [27] expanded this trust model by incorporating user's ratings and reliability for trust computation, using the edge-weighted graph. Maheswaran et al. [28] proposed a trust estimation model using gravity/attraction. Kim et al. [29] modeled WoT without using user ratings. The main factors of this trust model are context-aware user's reputation and affinity. Zuo et al. [30] used a set of trust chains and graph for trust computation in SN.
D. INTERACTIONS BASED TRUST MODELS
People interact and share information with people they trust. Therefore, most of the current implicit trust estimation models are based on user's interactions [31] , [32] and communication behavior. Liu et al. [33] presented trust estimation model based on user's interactions and behavior in SN communities. They classified and represented the user action and interactions, between pairs in communities, into two classes: i) user actions metrics which contain number of interactions, frequency of interactions, and length of interactions (comments, posts), and ii) user relationships metrics such as connection between contents creator and responder, content creator and contents creator, and responder and responder. They also considered the time difference for the interactions. They provide a supervised learning technique to predict trust between SN users in communities based on user-user interactions. They train classifiers by using these interactions to predict the user-user trust. The user-user trust is referred to as STS. Nepal et al. [4] proposed a model to compute user's trustworthiness based on interactions and similarities. They named the model as STrust. This model incorporates popularity trust and engagement trust. Adali et al. [21] proposed a model for behavioral trust based on two types of trust: conversational trust and propagation trust.
E. SIMILARITY BASED TRUST MODELS
Literature in sociology and psychology comprehensively addressed the factors which affect trust; positively or negatively, but the evidence of direct relationship between trust and similarities are vague. However, strong linkage between similarity and friendship, or user-user attraction is reported in [34] and [35] . These studies confirmed positive effects of attitude similarity on relationship strength. In SN, users are more likely to establish relationship with similar users [36] . This property is known as homophily in social sciences [37] . The similarity can be spatial, demographic or interest similarity.
Several studies are available to show a strong relationship between trust and similarity. Ziegler et. al. [5] in their study analyzed correlation between trust and interest similarity. In [38] and [39] , conclude that users trust on recommender systems (RSs) is directly related to the type of recommendation it makes. RSs which recommend items based on user's preferences are more trustworthy. In online/offline social circles users/people prefer recommendations from their close friends which are more trusted. Another study [40] , established a similarity-trust connection. They analyzed two systems and observed that the higher user-user similarity portrays higher trust between them. Based on these correlations between trust and similarity, some researchers [4] , [29] , [41] exploit user similarity in integration with interactions and behavior to estimate user-user trust in SN. O'Donovan and Smyth [42] , proposed a trust model for contents recommendation based on user similarity. A social contents recommendation method was proposed based on user interactions and similarities in [43] .
F. TRUST AWARE FRIENDS RECOMMENDATION
The SN service providers aim to grow their network fast. To achieve this, they developed an FR system which suggests users with similar interest or like-minded users to other users as their potential friends. The problem is generally referred to as missing links or potential links problem. FR is mining of potential links or discovering missing links between users [44] . Many factors can influence FR simultaneously such as user's demography, location, network topology, social relationships, and user's interactions. However, most of the researches utilize single or some of the factors such as relationship [45] , profile information [46] , and interactions [47] , [48] and trust [24] , [49] - [51] .
Currently the trust-aware FR systems utilize the user's friendship information [51] and user's interactions [47] , [48] to compute trust between SN users. In [52] and [53] the trust information is utilized to reduce sparsity in user-item matrix and improve neighborhood set by recommendation. Some researchers directly employ the trust information for FR. In many SN a mechanism for explicit trust assignment is not available and only implicit trust can be calculated by using SN parameters. McAllister and Daniel [54] rated the users' difference for implicit trust computation and described trust propagation. They combined the implicit trust and trust propagation with user information for FR to a target user. Many other researches such as [55] - [57] used trust for FR in SN. Cheng et. al. [58] proposed a scalable FR model based on D-S evidence theory based on user influence, direct and indirect trust. They considered the mutual friendship and mutual interactions for trust scoring.
The existing trust models are mainly based on the user's friendship, interactions, popularity, and trust propagations. However, many other factors can influence trust along with user interactions and relationships. In this work we present a multi-facet generic trust computation model by mapping the SN parameters such as interactions, profile information, user's interests and relationships to SN trust parameters that are STS, credibility, and reliability.
III. IMPLICIT USER TRUST MODELING IN OSN A. PRELIMINARIES
We represented the SN graph by G(V , E), where V is the set of users, and E is the set of weighted edges. The set of users V contain user's identity (ID) and user's attributes. The user's ID are numbers, ranging 1 − N , where N is the number of users in the graph G. We classified the user's attributes in three categories, i.e., spatial information, interests information and demographic information, which are represented as Sp, In and Dm, respectively. Sp is the set of user's geographic locations, where Sp i represents the location of i th user in the network, and each Sp i consists of latitude (φ) and longitude (ϕ) values. In is the set of users' interests, and
In i represent the interests of i th user. Dm is set of users' demographic information, where Dm i is the demographic information of each i th user. Dm i contains age, gender, occupation, religion, language, and political views. The set of edges E contain social interactions represented as I p , and relationships represented as E (u, v) . The social interactions are categorized as social actions I p (u → v) and social responses, where social actions are directed from target users u to its friends v and social responses
We derived a set of intermediate trust parameters from SN user's attributes and interactions. The intermediate trust parameters include, user similarities with its neighbors such as spatial similarity (SpSim(u, v)), demographic similarity (DmSim(u, v)) and interest similarity (InSim(u, v)), social influence due to similarity (SI s imilarity(u, v)), social intimacy of user v to u (SI i nteractions(u ← v)), dependability of user v on u (Dep(u, v)), openness (Op(u)), accessibility (Acc(u)), popularity (Pop(u)), expertise (Exp(u)), competence (Compt(u) domain ), consistency (Cons(u)), and availability (A T (u)). Where u is the target user and v represent its neighbors. We defined these intermediate trust parameters at their appropriate places, when used in Section III-C.
The set E is tagged by STS. The STS between users u and v is calculated by using interaction and similarities between them. The set of users is weighted by trust, which is the average STS of users with its neighbors. The SN trust parameters which we considered in this work are STS, credibility, and reliability which we represented as ST (u ← v), Cr(u), and Rel(u), respectively. User trust is represented as UT (u), u is the target user. These notations are listed with a brief description in Table 1 .
B. PROPOSED SN TRUST MODEL
In this paper, we propose a new model for SN user's trustworthiness assessment based on user's interaction's behavior, attributes, and relationships. Figure 1 provides a block diagram of our proposed model. The underlying theme of our proposed model is to calculate the SN user's trust by using SN raw parameters. The whole model is divided into four phases; namely, i) data collection/generation ii) weights estimation iii) trust computation and iv) trust application. The first step is the SN raw data collection/generation. The SN raw data consists of user interactions, profile information, interests information, and user relationships. In the second phase, the importance weight for each trust contributing factor is provided/estimated. We divided the weights into three categories, i.e., application specific weights, interactions weights, and similarities weights, where the interactions weights are estimated from users' behavior while the other two weights are application specific, which can be provided by users of this model. The application-specific weights and similarities weights can also be calculated automatically by using machine learning algorithms provided the application specific data is available. We assigned equal values to the application-specific weights and similarities weights. The next two phases are, trust computation and trust application (FR in our experiments), are explained in Section III-C and III-D, respectively.
C. TRUST COMPUTATION
We calculated the SN user trustworthiness UT (u) using Equation 1, which shows the trust as commulative sum of weighted STS ST (u ← v), credibility Cr(u) and reliability Rel(u).
where w st , w cr and w rel are the weights of STS, credibility, and reliability in trust computation, respectively. We considered equal weights for all parameters. These weights may vary according to their importance in the target application. The sum of weights is 1. NN is the number of neighbors of user u.
The STS is the degree of intimacy between two connected users in SN. The social intimacy is the degree and frequency of interactions of SN user to the contents shared by another SN user. In SN, users are more responsive to users of similar demography, proximity, and interests. The higher the user similarity, the stronger is the STS. Therefore, we calculated the STS ST (u ← v) from users v and u as social intimacy (SI interactions ) weighted by social influence due to similarity (SI similarity ) as shown in Equation 2 .
The STS is directed and asymmetric due to the asymmetry of social intimacy. The social intimacy (SI interactions )(u ← v), of user v to u is the weighted sum of interactions from user v to u, as shown in Equation 3 . It depends on the type and frequency of interactions exchanged between SN users u and v.
In Equation 3, I p (u ← v) is the total number of interactions p from user v to u, where p is the type of interaction i.e., likes, comments, shares. In the dataset we represented these interactions as R_likes, R_comments and R_shares. W p is the weight of interaction p, which is equal to the average sum of user-specific weight W up and parameter-general weight W gp , as in Equation 4 . The user-specific weight W up (u) for user u is the tendency of the user to generate specific types of interaction, e.g., some users like almost everything on their timeline but rarely comment, for such users the weight of likes is much less than the weight of comments and vice versa. The user-specific weight W up (u) is calculated by using Equation 5 and it is equal to 1 minus the ratio of interaction p to total number of interactions generated by user u. We have normalized these weights so that the total sum of these weights is equal to 1.
We calculated the parameter-general weights W gp by using the Random forest (RF) [59] , a machine learning technique, in R language. RF can find the feature's importance weights robustly with the slight tuning of its parameters. It generates an ensemble of classification and regression trees (CARTs) using bagged samples of the training data and finds each feature's importance weight in relation to the target class. It has two parameters, the number of trees (ntree) and the number of features required to split the tree node (mtry), which need tuning according to the problem size. In this work, our problem set is limited, and we have a smaller number of features. We selected arbitrary values in repeated experiments to find optimal values of these two parameters (i.e., mtry and ntree). The parameters that we used as predictors are, Likes, R − Likes, Comments, R − Comments, Shares, R − Shares, and Trust was used as a target class in the RF method. The actual values of parameters and other related settings that we used with RF to compute the feature's weights are as follows, in Table 2 :
The normalized parameter-general weights for parameter p used in trust computation are given in Table 3 . The weights of actions and responses is equal because response to user u is an action from user v. The social influence due to similarity SI similarity (u, v) of user u and v is calculated as sum of weighted similarities, as shown in Equation (6) [43] , where SpSim(u, v), DmSim(u, v) and InSim (u, v) are the spatial, demographic and interest similarities between user u and v, respectively.
In Equation 6, α, β and γ are the importance weights of spatial, demographic and interest similarities, respectively, such that α + β + γ = 1. The spatial similarity is the geographic distance in km between user u and v. The SpSim(u, v) is calculated by using cosine similarity [60] . The spatial similarity is normalized by the geo-distance between users, as shown in Equation 7 .
In Equation (7), the Dist(u, v) is the geo-distance between the users u and v, which is calculated by using Harvesine formula [61] , [62] , as shown in Equation (8).
where The demographic similarity (DmSim(u, v)) of u and v is computed by using cosine similarity [60] , as shown in Equation (9) .
where Dm i u and Dm i v are the i th demographic attribute of users u and v and i ranges from 1 − D, D is the number of attributes in Dm.
In SN, users express their interests in different items/events such as some users have interest in sports, some users like books or movies, some follow celebrities or television shows, and some may like to follow news and politics. We used the Jaccard similarity formula [63] to compute the interests similarity (InSim(u, v)) between users u and v, as shown in Equation 10 . The interests similarity between users u and v is the ratio of common interests to the total number of interests they have. The user's interest similarity is increased with an increase in the number of common interests.
where In u and In v are the set of interests of users u and v, respectively. Credibility is the quality of being believable. For any piece of contents, the credibility is observed in three dimensions; message credibility, source credibility, or media credibility. The message credibility is the perceived trustworthiness of the message itself. The source credibility is the trustworthiness of the information source. Also, medium credibility is the type of medium used for information sharing. In the case of conventional information sources such as newspaper and television, the source and media are known, and the owner of the media take responsibility for the correctness of the information. However, in social media, the original information source is generally unknown, and only the user information is available. This information can be incomplete or even fake. Therefore, it is inevitable to measure the user's credibility contents trustworthiness assessment. The factors that influence the user's credibility are openness, expertise, accessibility, popularity, and competence. Openness is the availability of user credentials, such as their demographic information. Expertise is calculated by using user education, profession, age, and experience. Accessibility is calculated by the availability of user location and contact information. Popularity is the ratio of responses to the user's previous contents.
Cred(u) = Op(u)+Exp(u)+Acc(u)+Pop(u)+Compt(u) domain
We calculated the credibility Cred(u) of user u by using Equation 11 , where Op(u), Exp(u), Acc(u), Pop(u) and Compt(u) domain represent openness, expertise, accessibility, popularity, and competence, respectively. The user's competence is the ability of a user to have a thorough knowledge/understanding of a specific/target domain. The user's competence is context/domain dependent. In this work, we do not consider the SN user competence, as our model is context independent.
Reliability is the expected response from a user on contents of its neighbors. The SN user is considered to be reliable if he/she responds as expected/desired within a short time. In OSN, the user's reliability can be computed from user dependability and consistency. In this work, we computed the user reliability as the user average dependability weighted by consistency, as shown in Equation (12);
where Dep(u, v) is the dependability of user v on u and Cons(u) is consistency (the average response rate) of user u. NN is the total number of neighbors of user u. In SN like Facebook the user v dependability on u can be calculated from responsiveness of u to the contents of v, as shown in Equation (13);
where I p (u → v) is the total number of interactions p from user u to v and I p (u, v) is the total number of interactions between user u and v. W p is the weight of interaction p and p is the type of interaction i.e., likes, comments, shares. The weights W p is calculated by using Equation 4 and Table 3 . The consistency is measured from the response to availability ratio, as shown in Equation (15), where I T (u) is the total number of interactions from user u in time T and A u (T ) is the average availability of user u in time [0 − T ] as shown in Equation (15) .
The proposed algorithm for SN user's trust computation is shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm takes as the SN graph G(V , E) weighted by users' interactions I p , set of users V and users' attributes, as input. The users' attributes consist of users' demographic, spatial, and interests information. The Calculate credibility Cr(u) of user u, using Equation 11 13: Calculate reliability Rel(u) of user u, using Equation 12 14: Calculate trust UT (u) of user u, using Equation 1 15: end for 16 : end for 17: return User Trustworthiness matrix UT proposed algoritm in lines 4 − 7 compute similarity based users' social influence SI similarity (u, v) , which is a weighted sum of users' spatial, interests and demographic similarities by using Equations 6-10. The proposed algorithm in lines 8 − 11 calculate the social intimacy SI interaction (u ← v) based on users' interactions by using Equations 3-5. The STS ST (u ← v) is calculated by using Equations 2 in line 12. The STS, as discussed earlier in this Section III-B is SI interaction (u ← v) weighted by SI similarity (u, v) .
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for SN User's Trustworthiness Computation
User's credibility Cr(u), and reliability Rel(u) are calculated in line 13 − 14 by using Equations 11 and 12, respectively. In line 15 the proposed algorithm compute SN user's trustworthiness UT (u) by using Equations 2. A users' trustworthiness matrix UT is returned as output of the proposed algorithm.
D. TRUST BASED USERS' FRIENDS RECOMMENDATION
In heterogeneous SN, there exist many factors which influence a user's FR. These factors range from similarity to popularity, from co-authorship to common interests, from graduating school to working organization, and from FOAF to influential users. Therefore, it is critical to take multiple information for most relevant FR. Any of these factors cannot be used individually to generate efficient FR. In this paper, we consider a combination of these SN parameters to propose an FR based on the user's trustworthiness and the fraction of mutual friends. We calculated SN users FR score by using trust and fraction of common friends, as shown in Equation 16 ;
where frRecScore(u | v) is the friendship score of u for user v and UT (u) is trust of u. frshipSim (u, v) is the fraction of common friends. It is calculated by using jaccard similarity [63] , as shown in Equation 17, i.e., the number of common friends divided by the total number of friends. UT (u) is calculated by using Equation 1 .
Algorithm 2, shows the pseudocode for our proposed FR algorithm. The algorithm takes graph G(V , E), user trustworthiness matrix UT , i.e, output of Algorithm 1, and number of friends to be recommended K . The algorithm returns a list of top − k friends as output. The algorithm calculates the friendship similarity score frshipSim (u, v) , between the target users u and v, in line 4 using Equation 17 . In line 5 friendship recommendation score frRecScore(u | v) of user u for v is calculated by from weighted sum of friendship similarity and trust of u, by using Equation 16 . Sort the frRecScore(u | v) in descending order in line 8. The algorithm returns a list top − k FR TrustFriRec(v) for each user v ∈ V with FR score friRecScore(u) of each u.
Algorithm 2 Algorithm for SN Friends Recommendation Based on Trust and Mutual Friends
Input: Graph G(V , E), User trustworthiness matrix UT , and number of friends to be recommended K Output: Sorted list of top K trustworthy friends TrustFriRec(v) with friendship scores friRecScore(u) for each v ∈ V do 2: for each u ∈ V do Calculate friendship similarity frshipSim (u, v) between user u and v, using Equation 17 4:
Calculate friendship recommendation score friRecScore(u | v) of each user u for v based on friendship similarity and trust of u, using Equation 16 end for 6: end for descending_order_sort(friRecScore(u | v)) 8: return TrustFriRec(v) = top(K ,friRecScore(u | v))
IV. EVALUATION AND SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, the feasibility and performance comparison of our proposed model with other, state of the art models based on simulation results is discussed. In this section first we discuss the dataset used in our experiments, then we will discuss the feasibility of our proposed model for SN user trust computation, and at the end of this section, we will discuss the performance of our model in FR.
A. DATASET DESCRIPTION
OSN like Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter provide limited information to preserve user privacy. Several datasets are available to train and evaluate SN models for applications in different domains. However, these datasets do not contain all the desired/required information. These datasets insufficient in data, to evaluate multi-facet models. Our model is one of such type, and the data we need for our model evaluation was not available in a single dataset. Therefore, in this work for our model evaluation, we used synthetic data generated by using our previously proposed model in [64] , as mentioned in Table 4 . The dataset descriptions are available in our previously published paper [64] . For verification of our results, we used twitter data, crawled using Gephi, and two publicly available datasets, i.e., Movielens dataset [65] , and Filmtrust dataset [66] . The descriptions of these datasets are in Table 4 .
We combined the publicly available datasets by randomly selecting 900 users with their available information from these datasets and interactions crawled from twitter. We assigned these attributes and interactions randomly to the selected users. We formed new relationships between the selected users based on homophily and preferential attachments. The description of the datasets is shown in Table 5 .
In the synthetic data generated, there was no trust information available. Therefore, we have tagged the user relationships, in the synthetic datasets, as trusted/untrusted based on user similarities and interactions. We calculated the average of user's relational trust to determine user's trustworthiness. 
B. EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED USER TRUST MODEL
We evaluate our proposed model by applying it to the synthetic dataset. The details of the dataset are discussed in Section IV-A. We also applied our model to publicly available datasets to verify the performance of our proposed model. These datasets have limited information; therefore, we set weights according to the available information. We assigned equal weights to the available parameters, and set weights of the absent factors as zero. Table 6 , shows an exemplary list of top-10 trusted users in the dataset, top-10 users based on similarities, interactions, popularity, and top-10 trusted users predicted by our proposed model. By comparing these lists, we observed that the list of top-10 trusted users identified by our model are more similar to the top-10 trusted users in the dataset. Table 7 shows the comparison of top-5 trusted users predicted by our proposed model with the top-5 users based on similarities, interactions, and popularity. From Table 7 we can observe that the top-5 users predicted by our proposed model are more close to its neighbors in all dimensions, i.e., spatial similarity, demographic similarity, interest similarity, and high interaction rate, unlike other methods based on similarities, interactions, and popularity. We also show a comparison of our proposed model with other models based on trust parameters, i.e., STS, reliability, and credibility. Unlike other models, the top trusted users predicted by our model are more credible, reliable, and have strong STS. We assigned high/strong, average and low/weak value to ranges of continuous values of similarities, interaction based trustworthiness, popularity, STS, credibility and reliability, to discretize them for better understanding, as shown in Table 7 , 8 and 9. Table 7 is divided into six portions for detail analysis. We observed that some users with high interactions are predicted as untrusted, due to low similarities score, and vice versa. From simulations, we observed that high/low interactions scores do not ensure trustworthiness/untrustworthiness of SN users, because interactions are two way (directed). Some users are active (high reliability), but they do not receive many responses and have lower intimacy with their neighbors, which results in weak STS. User 144 in 3 rd portion of Table 7 , demography based top users, is untrusted in the dataset, due to fewer interactions, but it is predicted as a trusted user by our proposed model, due to its high reliability score. Similarly, some users with high interactions scores have weak STS/low reliability, i.e., more actions but fewer responses (high reliability and weak STS), and fewer actions but more responses (low reliability and strong STS). User 16 in 4 th portion and 836 in 5 th portion of Table 7 , are their respective examples. Similarly, the top-5 users, predicted by popularity based ranking, are not necessarily similar to its neighbors, or they may not be more interactive with its neighbors. Hence, popularity (high number of friends/followers) also cannot determine trustworthiness.
We analysed the simulation results to extract relationships and effect of SN raw parameters on trust parameters. Table 8 , shows the effect of interactions, and its direction on STS, and Reliability. Table 9 , shows the effect of interactions, and similarities on STS.
From the above comparisons we draw two conclusions, i.e., i) similarity, interactions, and popularity alone cannot be a trust basis, and ii) for SN user's trust estimation, it is necessary to map/combine these SN parameters systematically.
We also compared the performance of our proposed trust model based on precision, recall, accuracy, and F-score with similarity-based trust model and interactions based trust model. The similarity-based trust modeling assumes that users with high similarities trust each other. We assumed the same for interactions based trust modeling and popularity based trust modeling, as well.
Precision is the ratio of real trusted users predicted to the total number of users identified as trusted by the proposed model, as shown in Equation 17 . Precision shows the exactness of our model in trusted users prediction.
Precision =
Predicted Trusted Predicted (18) Recall, as in Equation 18 , is the ratio of real trusted users predicted by the model to the total number of real trusted users in the dataset. The recall represents the success of trusted users prediction out of all trusted users.
Recall =
Predicted Trusted Trusted (19) Accuracy is the averaged sum of real trusted, and real untrusted users predicted by the model, as shown in Equation 20 . We used balanced accuracy equation, to avoid the problem of imbalance dataset. The balanced accuracy is the mean of true positive rate (TPR) and true negative rate (TNR). Accuracy shows the overall performance of our model, considering both trusted and untrusted users. F1-score is the combination of precision and recall, which is computed by using Equation 21 .
Accuracy =
In our experimental analysis, we found that our proposed algorithm outperforms other methods in term of the mentioned performance metrics. Figure 2 , shows the performance comparison of our proposed algorithm with other methods. From these results, we concluded that our proposed model is not biased in prediction towards any of the class, i.e., trusted users, and untrusted users.
We used the metrics of mean reciprocal rank (MRR), mean average precision (MAP), normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG), and Kendall Tau correlation coefficient, to evaluate the quality of top-k users predicted by the considered models. Table 10 , illustrates the experimental results of top-k trusted users predictions by our proposed model with other models. The four metrics measures the quality of the top-k predictions. The higher value of these metrics shows better quality of prediction. Figure 3 shows the Kendall Tau correlation coefficient of our proposed model in comparison with other models, to show the quality of the top-k predictions. From Figure 3 , it is evident that the Kendall Tau correlation coefficient of our proposed model is higher than other algorithms. Hence our algorithm identifies and ranks the trusted users more accurately than the other algorithms.
We have observed from simulation results that the performance of our model is better than the other methods, in accurate prediction of both trusted and untrusted users, in terms of precision, recall, accuracy, and F1-score. We also observed that the quality of predictions, in top-k users, by our model is better than the other models. 
C. TRUST BASED FRIENDS RECOMMENDATION
We applied our proposed user trustworthiness computation model to friends-recommendation (FR) system. We compared the results of our proposed model with the existing state of the art models for experimental evaluation. The existing FR models we considered are common neighbors (CN), Mpopular (mutual friendship weighted by user's popularity), trust from friend of a friend (FoaF+STS) [24] , interactions (neighbor of neighbors who are highly interactive), Jaccard coefficient [63] , and Adamic/Adar [67] , and LCIT (Linear combination of interest and trust). The trust in LCIT is estimated from tie-strength with FoaF. The idea of LCIT is derived from [68] . We also considered variant of the LC models such as LCLT, LCDT and LCST, which are linear combination of trust with location, demography and average similarity, respectively. We considered precision@K , recall@K and F − scores as the performance metrics.
From the experimental analysis, we observed that the precision of our proposed model is better than other existing models in top-k trusted friends recommendation, as shown in Figure 4 . Hence the probability of false trusted friends recommendations by our proposed model is lower than other algorithms.
From Figure 5 it is evident that the coverage of our model in trusted friends recommendation is higher than other existing algorithms. As we increase K the precision and recall are increased. We compared the top-5 friends recommended by our proposed algorithm with the top-5 trusted friends present in the dataset, as shown in Table 11 , to show the matching correlation between the top-5 recommendation lists. We found a high similarity between the two lists, which shows the feasibility of our proposed model in FR. Figure 6 illustrates the comparison of our proposed model with other models in FR based on the Kendall Tau correlation coefficient, to measure the recommendation quality. The recommendation list which has higher Kendall Tau is more trusted and relevant to the target user with most trusted friends on the top of the list. Our proposed model outperforms other methods in FR, as shown in Figure 6 , on the mentioned metrics.
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed a generic user's trustworthiness estimation model, which can be applied to many SN applications (trusted news sharing, trusted FR, trusted contents recommendations, etc.) by using proper weights. These weights can be estimated/assigned based on their importance in the target domain, and the user's behavior provided that the data is available. The proposed model can be extended to context-aware trust modeling in SN by introducing the user's competence in a specific domain. The focus of our paper is user's trustworthiness estimation in SN; however, this model can also be utilized to determine user-user (relational trust) by modification in weights and trust parameters user-user reliability and credibility.
We leveraged the SN user's attributes, interaction behaviors, and relationships for SN user's trustworthiness computation. We derived a set of SN intermediate trust parameters by mapping SN raw parameters to their relevant intermediate trust parameters. We mapped the intermediate trust parameters to the SN trust parameters, i.e., social ties strength, credibility, and reliability, to compute the user's implicit trustworthiness score. The objective of intermediate trust parameters derivation is to map the SN raw parameters into SN trust parameters in a systematic manner. The SN raw parameters are user-user interactions and relationships, user's spatial information, demographic information, and interests.
We evaluated the feasibility of our proposed model using synthetic data. Our model outperformed the existing methods in terms of precision, recall, accuracy, and F1-scores, as illustrated in the results. We observed that the MRR, MAP, NDCG and Kendall Tau correlation coefficient of top-k users predicted by our model is higher than other methods, which illustrate better prediction quality in the top-k trusted users. For verification of our results, we used Twitter interactions data and publicly available datasets, i.e., movielens and filmtrust.
The proposed model is multi-facet, which is dependent on multiple SN parameters for trust calculation. These factors are activeness, popularity, and similarities. Based on the simulation results, we can conclude that activeness, popularity, and similarities alone cannot determine the user's trustworthiness. Some users may be active, but they are not necessarily trustworthy and vice versa. Similarly, the above is valid for popularity and similarities as well.
The existing models mostly focus on relational trust. The relational trust also referred to as social ties strength. These models are for SN trust-aware applications such as information spreading, contents recommendations, and FR, to improve their performance, but they do not ensure trustworthy in SN. Relational trust is a trust between two neighbor users, these users can have a mutual-trust/intimacy/strong relationship, but it is not necessary that they both are trustworthy. Such users can be active, influential, and popular, but not necessarily trustworthy. Our model integrates credibility and reliability along with STS for trust computation, to depict a better representation of user trustworthiness in SN.
We applied our trust model for trusted FR and compared the result with existing FR models. The FR algorithm ranks the candidate friends based on trustworthiness and friendship similarity. The user trustworthiness in recommender systems prevents recommendations from/of malicious/untrustworthy users by minimizing their recommendation scores. Our proposed trust model is independent of explicit trust, i.e., useruser/items ratings; therefore, it is resistant to the problems of trust sparsity and cold start users. We measured the performance based on various performance metrics such as precision@K , recall@K , and Kendall Tau. We found, from experiments that the performance of our trust model for FR was superior to the existing FR models based on the mentioned metrics. We found that the top friends recommended by our system are more similar, to the target users, demographically, spatially, have high interest similarity score and have stronger social ties with target neighbors.
